captions forwarded by Erasmo Recami (recami@mi.infn.it)
for the Majorana's photos (protected by copyright
in favor of E. Recami & M. Majorana) supplied by him,
separately, for the ESVA [E. Recami et al. collections]
of the AIP - to the kind attention of Dr. Scott Prouty:

Notice: the numbers refer to the ones put on the back
of the said photos. E. M. means Ettore Majorana

***************************************************************************

1) E. M.'s mother, Dorina, with three children, including
   Luciano (Catania, 1908). Reproduction forbidden

2) E. M.'s mother, Salvador (Dorina) Corso, when young.
   Reproduction forbidden

3) E. M.'s father, Dr. Eng. Fabio Massimo. Reproduction forbidden

4) E. M. at Abbazia (at that time in Italy, now in Slovenia)
   with his father and his sisters Maria and Rosina. July 1931.
   Reproduction forbidden

5) E. M.'s uncle Prof. Dante (who was Rector of the Catania
   University), with his wife Sara and his son Salvatore.
   Reproduction forbidden

6) E. M. at Abbazia (at that time in Italy, now in Slovenia),
   on the sea, with his sisters Rosina and Maria.
   Reproduction forbidden


8) E. M. in a boat (Porto Santo Stefano, Italy; 3 January
   1926) --at the center--, with his brother Luciano (second
   from the right). Reproduction forbidden

9) E. M., six years old. Reproduction forbidden

10) E. M.'s grandfather (Salvatore Majorana Calatabiano),
    the "progenitor" of the Majorana family, who became twice a
    minister in De Pretis' government of Italy.
    Reproduction forbidden
11) VOID


13) E.M.'s father, Dr.Eng. Fabio Massimo, when old.
Reproduction forbidden

14) E.M.'s mother, Salvadora (Dorina) Corso, when old.
Reproduction forbidden

15 and 16) Sculpture in bronze (E.M.'s bust), by the artist
Carlos D'Agostino, located at Passo Piasciano, on the
Etna mountain (where E.M. used to spend his summers).
Courtesy of E.Recami.

17) Portrait of E.M., 23 years old. Reproduction forbidden

18) VOID

19) E.M.'s uncle Prof. Quirino, experimental physicist,
that acted also as the president of the Italian Physical
Society from 1926 to 1946.
Courtesy of E.Recami and F.Majorana.

20) E.M. when 17 years old (3 November 1923).
Courtesy of E.Recami and F.Majorana.

21) E.M. (the first on the left), during an excursion on
the Etna mountain (December, 1926) with friends and his
brother Luciano (first on the right). Reproduction forbidden

22) E.M. when a high-school student.
Courtesy of E.Recami and F.Majorana.

23) The Fermi's group library (Dept. of Physics, Via
Panisperna; Rome), with a table used by E.M.
Courtesy of E.Recami.

24) F.Rasetti, E.Fermi and E.Segre', at Rome, in academic
gown (it became known as "the photo of the three
priests"...).
Courtesy of E.Recami (unless already supplied to the ESVA
by E.Segre' or al.)

25) E.M.'s uncle Prof. Angelo, who became twice a minister in Giolitti's government of Italy, besides the rector of the Catania University and an extremely brilliant, precocious scholar and man.

26) B. Pontecorvo, E. Segre' and E. Amaldi, together again in Rome after forty years (in 1978).

27) The signatures of E. Amaldi, B. Pontecorvo and E. Segre', simultaneously by them when meeting again in Rome after forty years (1978).

28) E.M. grandmother and grandfather (the progenitor of the Majorana family, twice a minister in De Pretis' government of Italy), with all their sons and daughters: Angelo, Giuseppe, Quirino, Dante, Fabio M. (the father of E.M.), Elvira and Emilia. Three of the sons became Rectors -- in different times, of course -- of the same University, and one of them also a minister, twice, in Giolitti's government of Italy.

29) A group of gentlemen in the country: The arrow indicates E.M.'s father.

30) Another group of gentlemen in the country: The arrow indicates once more E.M.'s father.

31) E.M. (the second from the right) together with his brother Salvatore, his mother (at the center), and his sisters Maria and Rosina. Karlsbad -- at that time in Czechoslovakia --, autumn of 1931.

32) E.M. (on the right), when a child: With his two brothers Luciano and Salvatore.

33) E.M.'s mother, with Salvatore and Rosina.
34) E.M. (on the right), when a child, with Salvatore and Rosina. Reproduction forbidden

35) E.M. (indicated by the arrow) with his classmates during a brack, at the Rome "Istituto Massimo", ruled by the Jesuits. Reproduction forbidden

36) E.M.'s notes in preparation of his infinite-component equation paper (manuscript deposited by E.Recami & M.Majorana at the "E.Majorana Center for Scientific Culture" of Erice (TP, Italy).
 Courtesy of E.Recami (free reproduction)

37) Signatures collected by E.Recami during the meeting "Fifty Years of Weak Interactions" (Bologna, Italy, April 1984). One can recognize, e.g., the signatures of L.Mezzetti, Carlo Rubbia, Nicola Cabibbo, Bruno Pontecorvo, Oreste Piccioni, Antonino Zichichi, Antonio Rostagni, Gilberto Bernardini, Piero Caldirola, Carlo Castagnoli, Giuseppe Occhialini, Claudio Villi, Raoul Gatto, Giancarlo Wick, Franco Bassani, Ettore Fiorini, Francesco Fidecaro, Emilio Picasso, Luciano Maiani, Milla Baldo Ceolin, Alberto Gigli Berzolari, Giorgio Salvini, etc.
 Courtesy of E.Recami (free reproduction)

38) E.M. (at the center) in Viareggio's pinewood, Italy, August 1926, together with --from the left-- his mother, his sisters Maria and Rosina, his friend and fellow student Gastone Pique', and his maternal grandmother.
 Reproduction forbidden

39) E.M. (the second from the right) in Venice, summer of 1930; together with --from the left-- his Luciano, Salvatore, his mat. grondmother, his mother, Rosina and Mario Metelli (the family chauffeur).
 Reproduction forbidden

40) E.M. (the second from the right) with some friends of his, at Milan, Italy, in February 1924.
 Reproduction forbidden
41) E.M., with a friend.
Reproduction forbidden

42) E.M., on the right, at "Villa Borhese", Rome, November 1924; together with his close friend Gastone Pique' (at the center), and Mario Scudieri, a former schoolmate.
Reproduction forbidden
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